A LIBERAL TOOLKIT FOR
A SUSTAINABLE EUROPE
ELF seminar "Energising Europe:
raising climate ambition and boosting
energy solutions for growth "

1 TRANSPARENCY LABELS ON PRODUCTS
To track the sustainability of the production.
A traffic light grading system could be used.
Example: QR codes that redirect to a
product story.

2

FUNDING FOR GOOD
Companies should be supported to invest in
transitioning to more sustainable practices. This
incentive pushes them in the right direction to
become more sustainable.
Example: Sustainable public transport.

3

CUT TAXES FOR LOW EMISSION
COMPANIES
To give them incentives to work more
sustainably in the long run.

4

INTEGRATE SUSTAINABILITY
At the early stages of planning projects
sustainability should be of the outmost
importance.
Example: Sustainability should be at the
centre of building construction projects.

5

SHOWCASE BEST PRACTICES
Through building partnerships with
sustainability driven businesses and organise
sustainability awareness programmes.
Example: Self-driving cars or energy
producing bicycles.

6

ADOPT CIRCULAR TAXATION
Taxes (carbon tax, etc.) related to
sustainability should be implemented and go
towards developing research and green
policies.

7

BEST PRACTICES FOR SUSTAINABILITY
AWARENESS
Push for a more ambitious climate agenda and
raise sustainability awareness, by investing in
pan-European education on sustainable
behaviour and implementing digital solutions in
the workplace.

8

PROMOTE THE COMPETITIVENESS OF
RENEWABLE ENERGIES
Ending subsidies for high-polluting industries
such as fossil fuels industries and incentivise
the competitiveness of renewable energies
instead.

9

INTERCONNECT ALL EU COUNTRIES
Via train, by investing in companies that can
develop a sustainable railway system. Thus,
making the train a competitive sustainable
transport option.

10

CENTRALISED DATABASE ON
SUSTAINABILITY RESEARCH FROM EUROPE
To better support researchers and scientists,
which will set a good example to the
international community. Create a panEuropean community that will reflect on
sustainable practices and develop green
policies.

These proposals were put forward by the participants, young
European liberals who believe in a more sustainable future. These
policy proposals are, at the moment, not part of the European
Liberal Forum's or LYMEC's propositions or policies.

